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"How blessed is Al-Sham! (Greater Syria)*”
- The Messenger of Allah (God), Muhammad (peace be on him)

His Companions asked, "Why is that"?
He replied, "I see the Angels of Allah spreading their
wings over Al-Sham*"
[Source: Tirmidhi]

*Al-Sham – also known as ‘Greater Syria’. It is the classical name describing the land
from the West of the Euphrates River (in Iraq), all the way up to and including Palestine.
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The Beginning: The Boy who sprayed on the wall
4years ago, in a street in Deraa - Southern Syria, a young boy –copying the ‘Arab spring’sprayed on a wall:
‘The people want to down the regime’.
(Al Sha’b yureed, iskaat ul nidhaam)

Half the population of Syria were already spies, it was only a matter of time before the regime
found the boy, he was locked up, tortured, like thousands of people before him over the past
40years.
Anyone who showed slight signs of displeasure against the Assad regime would be locked up
and interrogated. Women being raped and men being killed by the secret services was common
knowledge to all Syrians. The secret police thugs (Shabbeeha) would hunt you and find you, and
treat you without mercy. The USA would even send its terror suspects to the Assad regime,
knowing full well the brute torture they put people through.

The Revolution begins:
After decades of suppression, the Syrians rose up and began marching in crowds. The Sunni
majority of Syria was rising up against the Shi’a/Alawi minority tyrants. They hoped they could
make a change, just like their brothers in Libya and Egypt had in the ‘Arab Spring’. They would
come together in huge gatherings and shout; ‘We have none but you O Allah!’ while calling for
the downing of the regime. They were truthful, because they really had none but Allah (God) on
their side. They knew they could be kidnapped, they knew they could be killed, they were
unarmed, and so the protests spread throughout the different towns and cities of Syria.
Some of the protestors were shot by regime snipers. Below is a video of a man who is shot by a
regime, and a miracle happens as a result.

Next Page: Angels appear in Syria 
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Youtube Video: Angels appear in Syria

(watch from - 2:10)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-NgfLEFnv0

In this video, we see [as written in the vid]:
-

The Shi’a regime is shooting the Sunni protestors in Syria, and one man has been
martyred (shaheed, inshaa Allah). Nobody can pick him up or else they will be shot too.

-

This is where the Angel (described as a ‘stranger man’ - unknown to the protestors)
comes out of nowhere and calmly walks through the street, picks up the shaheed (a
fully grown man) –with only 1 arm!- and calmly lifts his body away (to safety while the
shooting is still going on, and then vanishes).
Even after lifting the shaheed (who is bleeding heavily) to his family, the Angels clothes
still have no trace of dust or blood on them.
*Note: Remember the famous hadeeth of Umar ibn al Khattab [in Sahih Muslim] where he describes Angel
Jibreel in human form as; i - coming out of nowhere suddenly, ii - wearing full white, iii - without any signs of
dust and travel on his clothes.
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Torture:
As the Syrian revolution continued, the regime unleashed its dogs, anyone who was even
close to the protestors would be kidnapped and tortured in a Hellfire of this world, pain
of an unbearable level. Over the 4 years since the revolution, atrocities of the Shi’a
regime against the majority Sunnis would continue in the dungeons of Syria. They would
be hung off doors and lashed with whips, their nails pulled out with pliers, they would be
forced to eat their own nails and suck their own spilt blood from the ground. Women are
forced to throw 2 out of 4 of their children off buildings (they are told it is their choice
which children they pick to throw off, then they have to physically throw them off
themselves). Innocent women are being raped daily by many Shi’a and are pregnant, in
one case a woman was told by the Shi’a thugs; ‘We have enough of raping Sunni
women’ so he got a stick and stuck a dead rat on its end, and raped the woman with that
stick instead.
May Allah kill them!

Miracles in Prison
Even though the Sunnis’ go through a lot
of difficulties in prison, they are given
miracles by Allah (like true dreams of
future hope and proofs of their true faith
infront of all of mankind.
On the right is the picture of a man
severely tortured and killed by the Shi’a
regime, but you can see that at his death
he is pointing his Index finger – testifying
he has died a martyr with belief in the 1
true God (Allah).
Other videos on youtube show martyrs
being daubed in gasoline/petrol and
burnt, but their bodies do not burn.
While others refuse their torturers to say
‘there is no god but Bashar’ and instead
say ‘there is no god but God (Allah)’.
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http://s15.postimg.org/frtbyfbrv/Miracles_in_Syria_ebook.png

The Messenger of Allah (God), Muhammad (peace be on him) informed us that the martyr sees
his place in Paradise the moment he dies.
She is martyred, in her burial shroud. And yes, she’s smiling!
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40 years in the desert are over!
The early followers of Prophet Moses were told to fight the tyrants of al-Sham (Greater Syria),
and if they did – Allah promised them that they would rule the known-world. But they were
cowards and refused.

(Allah) said: "Therefore it (this holy land) is forbidden to them for forty
years; [in which] they will wander throughout the land.
So do not grieve over the defiantly disobedient people."
(Quran 5:26)

In 1971, Hafez al-Assad  (Bashar al-Assad’s father) took over Syria. They would rule
over the Syrian majority (Sunnis’) with an iron-fist.
Exactly 40 years later (2011) – the Syrian revolution started. It would soon become
armed, and the fight would spread across the country, soon to engulf the entire Middle
East, and finally spreading a revolution around the globe (literally) in the years to come –
until finally Jerusalem is liberated.
Just like the followers of Moses, Allah’s promise is to come true for His chosen people
(the believing Muslims). The 40 years of Muslim cowardice are over, a Global Khilafah
(Caliphate) is to be re-established in the heart of al-Sham! “Then there will be Rightly
Guided Caliphate/Khilafah, according to Prophethood.” - [Prophet Muhammad]
9
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The Fighting Begins

As protestors got killed, some Sunnis’ from the army began to defect. They couldn’t bear to
shoot their own people. They would defect by night and not during the day because there
was a real fear they could be shot by their fellow soldiers from behind if they refused orders
(to shoot protestors)).
These men would leave secretly by night with their weapons. They would side with the
protestors, who would give them support and money. These men would soon be known as
the early Free Syrian Army (FSA) [Arabic: Jaysh al Hurr]. They would unite with other
defectors and train protestors in armed combat guerilla warfare. The people would give
them money so they could buy weapons off corrupt army soldiers.
The FSA was weak, a few rag-tag defected soldiers in different towns of Syria were not as
effective as an entire army. How could they ever win??
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The Muhajireen (Emigrants) & Ansar (Helpers)
The Syrian people worked hard to down the regime through protests and few defected soldiers
on their side. They were no match for the regime, but they persisted and stayed constant on this
path they had chosen for themselves. Nobody helped them, the world abandoned them in their
pursuit for freedom, so a generation of Syrians who had rarely felt the spirit of connection with
Allah became ever more devout. Their reliance on Allah (God) increased as they struggled for
their freedom. They would call upon the Arabs and the Muslims to help them (their hope in the
West helping had already been lost), the international powers abandoned them.
Local groups formed who would take religious slogans and religious names. the FSA groups
would grow in local towns and form into Islamic armed groups (usually this got them funds from
international Islamic charities and donors). More Islamic groups from neighboring countries who
were better skilled and better armed joined in the conflict to help the oppressed Sunnis’ of Syria.
These groups would be known as Jabhat al-Nusra, & later the Islamic State of Iraq and Sham
(ISIS) aka Dawlat-ul-Islam fi-l Iraq wa-Sham.
Sympathetic Muslims would emigrate from over 50 countries; ranging from Iraq, Arabia, Egypt,
Tunisia, Turkey, Europe, Chechnya, America, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Australia and even China.
These were the sincere ones from the believers who knew the importance of al-Sham (Greater
Syria) in Islamic Prophecy, that it would be the seat for the global Caliphate in the End times.
They would give aid to the people of Syria, giving them their wealth, families and their own lives
to a people who they didn’t even know! They would be the Muhajireen (Emigrants) who
travelled to a strange land they didn’t even know, and they would be supported by the locals of
Syria - the Ansar (Helpers).

Those who have believed and emigrated and fought in the cause of Allah and those
who gave shelter and aided - it is they who are the believers, truly.
For them is forgiveness and noble provision (Paradise).
(Quran 8:74)

These would be the men who the international world would label terrorists…
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Next Chapter: How people get into Syria 
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How people get into al-Sham (Syria):
1 – They travel to Turkey (3.5 hours flight from the UK). They act as if going on a short holiday or
they join a charity [like the Syrian Convoy], they take money (about £3000 maximum) and do not
take any military gear (like sleeping bags, boots, military manuals etc.) they buy things from
there instead. This is to avoid suspicion.
2 – i – When landed in Turkey: they book a hotel room which is nearing the border of Syria. They
enter Syria through the borders of Baab al-Hawa or Baab al-Salaamah (borders under Islamic
rebels control), but they cannot cross before they have a trustworthy contact in Syria to help
them across the border.
ii - Before crossing the border, they go into a refugee camp on the Turkish/Syrian border and
act normal, usually acting as a charity helper until they can meet with their trustworthy contact
(see iii).
iii - they befriend someone who will help them cross into a safe place in Syria (usually 1 week in
advance), example is:
Twitter: @khorasani or @Abu_Qaqa_
or Android’s kikMessenger [kik.com]:
(usernames): Abu_Abdullah_ or amuhajir1
(NOTE: There are many people who will try to help people cross –online or at the border- but it
can be dangerous, some might be Syrian regime agents, or they might be Agents of suspicious
international Intelligence agencies). This is why it is extremely important to contact only a
trustworthy person 1 week in advance.
3 – Once in a safe place in Syria, the person is taken to a safe house and does not mention their
real name to anyone. They will use a new fake name all the time now for security reasons (never
telling anyone their real name in case someone gets caught and spills the real name of their
friends to other governments).
They will then talk to people of their language and become part of the Islamic brotherhood, and
be able to choose which group they want to belong to.

Next Chapter: Indepth story of a Muhaajir (from UK) to Syria 
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Indepth Travel Story: a brothers Hijrah (migration) to the Land of
Honor - Shaam [Greater Syria] from the UK (England).

First of all, before we begin anything it is upon us to start according to the way of Allah and His
Messenger Muhammad (peace be on him) by saying or in this case typing al-basmala which is…
Bismillah al-Rahman al-Raheem
In the name of Allah the Beneficent, the Merciful.

Secondly I would like to state that my intention in writing this text is to invite you all to the land
of ‘izzah. It is not to show off, nor appear or seem as if I am some kind of hero as you (the
reader) are most likely better than me in so many ways. Neither is this an essay or any other type
of academic text but it is a form of expression so there may be repeated words, slang,
abbreviations, smileys and so on used during this text. We begin this journey by trying to
understand the statement: Laa hawla wa laa quwwata illaa billah (There is NO might NOR power
EXCEPT with Allah) Why do I start with this? Simply because along this journey we came across
hardships which possibly could of led to near death experiences but never the less by Power of
Allah we were made successful without even a mosquito bite touching us… Well some of us. ;)
The land of ‘Izzah (honor) is something I had spoken about for at least 2 years. The nifaaq
(hypocrisy) I had felt would burn me inside and out because of the luxurious life style we had
compared to that of the oppressed even though it wasn’t as if I came from a so called
wealthy/well off background. When I state this its important you understand the meaning
behind this. What is meant by this statement is that my parents where not of those who
completed education as they had me around the age of 17/18 . Therefore the majority of the
time they would struggle to receive work and obtain an income. My father would always talk to
me about ‘breaking the chain’, meaning break through this system in order to gain a way
towards hijrah and jihad. Of course we always had food and money but my parents had to
prioritise. This is what I can remember but even in this situation, when I was young and all praise
is due to Allah, I don’t remember my parents complaining about anything. Later in life (now) rizq
(wealth) came. My point is to show you that I never came from the ‘life laid out’ kind of
background however even with the luxuries surrounding me I still felt great nifaaq (hypocrisy) in
my heart. Our jamaa’ah had been waiting a long time for some form of link into bilaadul-‘Izzah
(the land of honor) however we knew of no one who had been there or was there already from
our community. As time went by we gained frustration and I know I did especially seeing
pictures of our brothers and sisters dying and injured on tumblr whilst we all remained behind
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with talk rather than action. We began to discuss the situation more openly amongst ourselves
to see if anyone had any ideas available but in the end we were in the exact same place we
started. Our frustration soon led to us being rather irrational according to some. I remember
one day we were in the masjid and I was approached by brothers who said to me: “khalaas
(enough) let’s go and tawwakul ‘alallah (rely on Allah alone)”. This wasn’t surprising to me as it
was something I had contemplated alone for quite some time and had come to the point where
i had been willing to accept anything. It was between waiting and finishing my degree as my
family had desired from me and then going to help whilst my sisters, mothers and children were
raped while I waited or leaving right away to be a part of the pain of this ummah even if this
meant imprisonment. As the Messenger of Allah (peace be on him) said: "The ummah is one
body" I remember a quote by Imam Anwar al-‘Awlaqi ( ) هللا رحمهin his lecture on the topic of
Hijrah where he states: "Hijrah is like jumping off a cliff and not knowing what to expect at the
bottom" The relevance of this statement concerning our times and the situation which I was
about to undertake helped to keep me strong and strengthen my reliance on Allah alone.
During my contemplation on how to go about leaving the UK two brothers came to the decision
of leaving without any link and had booked their flights already. As soon as I heard about this I
jumped towards them in excitement! I wanted to know when they were going, who were they
going with, how were they going, did they have a link and finally could I have to come. Even
though they accepted me I could feel my heart clinging to dunyaa. Thoughts of my family,
comfort and so on started to spring into my chest and I could feel the whispers of shaytan
becoming more intense as things started to become a reality to me. This feeling gave me the
motivation I needed as I knew what my soul was clinging to was nothing but desires and it was
time to let go and move on. I decided not to tell anyone for personal reasons as I was afraid of
hurting any individual who may be close to me in any particular way no matter how small as I
feared it may become a fitnah for me because of the pain it may cause to my heart. Around two
days before these brothers were leaving we booked my flight and all praise belongs to Allah as
these brothers paid for me. May Allah bless them with the highest of rewards as now my reward
in jihad by the permission of Allah also belongs to them on the day of judgement.
Look at the mercy of Allah glory be to Him, Lord of the 7 heavens and the 7 earths. The day
came and it was time to purify our intentions and make plenty of du’aa as I was taking my flight
alone and Allah knows best the type of abominations the UK try to accuse us with. May Allah
bring about guidance upon them. Not that there is much to talk about here as its best not to
discuss these kind of details however I was astonished when the flight attendant had no idea
what the word halal meant lol even though she spoke English.
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Once I arrived in Turkey my battery was beginning to run out. I had no connection and was
wondering how I was going to find these brothers but alhamdu lillah by the will of Allah I
decided to get up walk towards the exit and bumped straight into them by the grace of Allah
and we had never been so happy to see one another.
We made our way the next morning to a random hotel near the Syrian border where we decided
to stayed for around 3 days straight in frustration. All we wanted was to cross the border but
wasn’t sure what may have been on the other side. (Editor – the next part is IMPORTANT:) A
brother among us was in contact with a mujahid from within Syria but things were difficult. To
him we had only met over the Internet and could have been spies for all he knew. He was stuck
between helping us and placing himself into major trouble if we wasn’t as we claimed to be
which we accepted and understood clearly. It came to the point we was ready for him to even
take us into Syria and hand us into the authorities above due to our frustration and the fact we
had nothing to hide but all praise is due to Allah, it never came to this. We were contacted by
the brother on the 3rd day of being at this hotel and he informed us that some friends were on
their way and asked if we could we help them by leading them towards our hotel. We were
happy at such an opportunity for many reasons.
• The first being an opportunity to meet new brothers as we know that there is nothing like the
brother and sisterhood in Islam. Nothing can compare to it.
• The second, meeting brothers who understood the deen. Brothers who understood the reason
we had been placed on this earth and who knew what was incumbent upon them from the
commands of Allah. This instantly placed love in our hearts for them and we began to love them
for the sake of Allah.
• The third, by them meeting us. They had the chance to check us out and watch over us to see
if they found our movements suspicious. Not to say that this was their intention but this was
best for both sides. By Allahs grace the brothers approved of us and that very next day we made
steps towards the borders of sham! We ordered our taxies, packed our things and made our
way. In the morning we realised a random white man was smoking outside the hotel, no one
took notice of him as they simply thought he was Syrian as they tend to have a light complexion
but I pointed him out as to me he looked European. He was wearing military boots, fitted jeans,
a grey jacket and sun glasses. He looked like a man you would find in the pub after a football
game but even though some of us stated he was Mi5 we still didn’t take much notice. As we
arrived at the border, through all the distress and the children begging for money we noticed
the same man sat on a stool between all of this watching with a notepad in his hand. His
presence was irrelevant to us. All we were concerned about was crossing the border.
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Our frustration grew as the people started to surround us and kept on trying to interfere by
trying to help us cross in order to attain money from us. We never gave in as these children had
camera phones and seemed well clothed. I remember saying to myself alhamdu lillah I didn’t
bring any women to this place as this was not the place for a woman especially a wife. As soon
as the people surrounding us brought us to the border, instantly we were rejected simply for
having British passports. I cant explain how our hearts dropped when we realised they wasn’t
letting us through no matter what we did. The Amir of our group tried to bargain with them but
they wanted a 6000 dollar charge in order to let us through. In my heart I was willing to pay
that as long as they would let us in but I didn’t have the money even if I wanted to.
Upon rejection we returned back to the hotel extremely disheartened. We were discussing
amongst each other how tears were ready to flow from our eyes. I was lay with my head on the
lap of my brother Abu Layth. Your average person would never understand this. This is why the
brotherhood in Islam is so beautiful, it is something unique, something you could never
understand unless you were a Muslim. We lay there for around half an hour in silence while a
brother from among the brothers we had met by the name of Abu ‘Uthmaan was trying his best
to make us look at the bright side of things. Even if it was something small. All I remember is
telling myself there is no way on the face of the earth am I returning back to Daarul-Kufr (the
land of disbelief). Just when everything seemed negative and we could was make du’aa, the
Amir of our group received a phone call saying that a van will be coming to pick us up shortly so
be ready to leave. Words cannot explain the excitement that rushed through our blood. We
were told to be ready so we could move as soon as possible. Within 5 minutes the van arrived
and we rushed outside to find a van with deck chairs in the back and no seats. It didn’t even
interest us. The excitement got to me so much I sat on the floor and gave everyone else my seat
until the brothers forced me, lovingly to come off the floor and sit among them as there was an
extra place to sit. Again it was time to renew the intentions and the journey began. It was only a
short journey, around about 20 minutes long, even though because of our lack of arabic we
thought he said 20 hours but even with this we didn’t care. The driver brought us to a local
village where we were dropped off and then left us with people who didn’t speak a word of
english. We had no idea what was going on or what to think. On this note the Amir tried
phoning back the brother from within but signal was poor where we were. Waiting played a
huge part in this journey and it was important that we remained patient, as Allah says in the
Quran: ( ال صاب ري ن مع هللا إنIndeed Allah is with the patient) As our group continued to wait we
received a call from the brother once we finally managed to gain some signal and passed it over
to the man whose house we had been left at. The phone call finished and it was time to move.
We jumped in the the back of a pick up truck along with our luggage and began phase 2.
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I have videos which I would love to share with you all but they have our faces in and obviously
us brothers don’t want to be a fitnah to all you sisters who may read this even though we have
more slots to fill (this is a joke btw lol). It’s strictly because we must hide our identity but
continuing with the story, shortly 5 minutes into the drive a huge army vehicle from the Turkish
army appeared from the border we were about to cross. On top of it was a machine gun with a
soldier in control of it and two more men inside. A few of the brothers thought this was it, that
we were going to attain martyrdom or be arrested, strangely enough my heart felt at ease and
content. They commanded us to get out of the car and asked us to open our luggage. They
asked us were we jaysh al-hur (free syrian army) but we replied no we are here for sadaqah and
we weren’t lying as we had no intentions of being anything to do with jaysh al-hur (free Syrian
army) as many among them are murtadūn (apostates). The commander was debating between
whether to send us back or let us through the border but as soon as our driver told them we
was British, they smiled and were inspired by our presence. The sad thing was to see they had
love for the deen (religion/straight path) but they had sworn allegiance to the tawagheet (tyrant
rulers).
After searching our luggage and taking a pair of our gloves as a gift (they gave us no choice)
they let us go on our way. Our happiness wasnt hidden, it gleamed from our faces so much that
it brought smiles to theirs but they made the vehicle we were in turn around and leave, leaving
us to travel through the border on foot. We came through the border with no cities at all in site.
All I remember was how sweet the tangerine was that one of the brothers Abu Dujana gave me.
A man was there on the opposite side of the border as soon as we crossed and was trying to
help us with our luggage. We didn’t know who to trust and because we didn’t approve of
someone older than us handling our luggage while we were younger from adab and akhlaaq
(manners and conduct) we tried to stop him until we realised he had a hand gun strapped to the
side of his hip. As soon as we realised this we was happy for him to help :) lol. Walking up the
path I started to discuss with him using the little arabic I knew and realised he was from the
group Ahrar ash-Sham. We realised we were in safe hands and none could have provided this
for us except Allah. He asked us which group we was going to join and how was our journey. He
was very comforting and it was beautiful to meet such a brother. Again we couldn’t get hold of
the brother from within but out new brother from ahrar ash-sham invited as guests until we
were able to contact him and understand what we were going to do from this point. Finally after
some wait we managed to contact him and the brothers from ahrar ash-Sham placed us in the
back of a van. They dropped us into the city without taking anything from us and wouldn’t take
any gifts we wanted to give them. All they requested was du’aa (supplication) for the death of a
shaheed (martyrdom). What more could you ask for.
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As soon as we jumped out the van a pick up truck swang round the corner and out jumped the
brother we had been in contact with [from the internet], Abu Abdurrahman al-Britaani
(@i_jaman). He jumped at out at such speed while the vehicle was moving that he nearly
toppled over. The smile that was on this brothers face gave him away instantly. Even though he
was with other brothers I knew straight away it was him and he seemed as eager to me to meet
us as we were to meet him. Instantaneously love was stored between our hearts and we hugged
each other tightly with the biggest of smiles on our faces. What was strange is when we jumped
in the back of the van and was asking the brother about his journey, he seemed so excited. It
was as if he had only arrived in Sham that moment. It’s strange, even while writing this I still
cannot believe Allah has chosen me to be here. The fact that you could have been chosen by the
grace of Allah is something you can’t even contemplate over.
Our journey took about 2 hours to arrive to the destination we had in mind. Along the way we
were smiling so much the muscles in our face began to hurt! We would listen to the stories Abu
Abdurrahman would tell us about his experiences here in the past few months. Once we arrived
at our destination there were major problems between Dawlatul-Islam (the Islamic state) and
jaysh al-hur (free Syrian army), so the brothers rushed us inside to safety. Even though there
were problems between the groups, still the brothers brought us into a place we could rest,
showed us around, fed us with some beautiful pasta and yoghurt, showed us the entertainment
room and where we could find medicine in the stock room. All of this even though there was
major problems that day. If I remember correctly at least 5 Dawlatul-Islam members and 1
Jabhatun-Nusrah member were martyred that day. I remember a brother I had met called
Khattab took me to see the bodies secretly and to my amazement it was if they weren’t dead.
Wallahi (by Allah) it was as if they were sleeping but more paler. This reminded me of the ayat
(verse/sign) in the Quran:
(Do not think of those who are killed in the way of Allah as dead, Nay they are alive with their
Lord!) (Quran 3: 169 )
One of the brothers the next day lifted up the cover to find the body still bleeding which
astonished him and the blood hadn’t even dried nor changed to a dark red or blackish color but
was the same coulour as if it was fresh. The bodies didn’t even smell in the slightest Subhaan
Allah (Glory be to Allah). The day I met Khattab, before he snook me upstairs to see the bodies,
he asked me my name and I gave him my real name accidentally. He grabbed my hand firmly
and told me never ever to do that again. Don’t tell me or anyone else your name! He asked
again what is your kunya, so I replied I’m not sure, my friends call me Abu Haajar and to the
madaakhilah I’m known as Abu Jarraah. He told me that Abu Haajar was no good for me and
that I need the name of a companion and he gave me the name… We will leave that for another
day :)
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Forgive me for all the mistakes as this was typed up very fast. The point of this is to inspire you
the reader to rely on Allah alone and make your way to us. Your brothers and sisters are in need
of you. We are in need of you. We need more men! Your brother from Shaam (Syria)…
This is his website where he mentioned his own story & you can ask Questions:
muwahideen.tumblr.com/

His twitter: https://twitter.com/Abu_Qaqa_
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Abu Fulan al-Muhajir @Fulan2weet Jan 29 2014 says;
Brothers out jogging this morning

Abu Fulan al-Muhaajir is a Emigrant brother from Europe, he joined the Sunni Jihad in Syria
about 1 year ago. He has joined the group called: Jaysh al-Muhajireen wa al-Ansar (the
Battalion of the Emigrants and Helpers).
This is his twitter: https://twitter.com/Fulan2weet
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Food (beans and rice usually).
(And Black coffee or Ceylon/Black tea)
that’s what Abu Fulan al Muhajir said.

(Abu Fulan al-Muhajir @Fulan2weet 8:30 p.m. Tue, Oct 1)

Barakah [Blessings]: -It's really amazing to experience it, even when it
comes to our food. Food for 5 is enough for 20 grown men.
“When you are in the battlefield you don't feel hunger nor exhaustion. Just adrenaline pumping.
But when you get home it all hits you at once”
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Syria: The 5 Star Jihad
Compared to the Jihads’ (Islamic armed struggles) which have occurred over the past few
decades, Syria has been described as a ‘5 star Jihad’ by many of the fighters. One reason is
because it is based in the cities and because the groups take over territory, they can find
comfort and rest while battling at other times.
Below is a pic of the Islamic State of Iraq and Sham’s videos series on Youtube: Min Ard al
Malahim [( ] ال م الحم ارض منFrom the Land of End Time Battles), where the members of the
Islamic State have taken over an officers villa/mansion and are now enjoying its swimming
pool.

Abu Fulan al-Muhajir @Fulan2weet 24 Sep:
Many wonder what I'm doing online all the time when I'm in jihad.
Well I'm at the base right now, training, relaxing and being ready.
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Snowfights & Real fights

Next Chapter: Miracles in Battle 
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Miracles in Battle
As the rebels fought against the Shi’a regime in Syria, the regime became more and more
brutal. It is a common day occurrence for the regime to bomb entire towns with bomber
jets (airplanes). They throw barrel bombs onto civilian areas (a barrel filled with
explosives and thrown off a helicopter in middle of a civilian area.)
Allah gives miracles to His chosen slaves to increase them in certainty that they are on the
right path. These miracles are subtle, but the one who experiences them feels closer to
his Creator. Below are some interesting stories;
Mohamed Ibn Albarā, residing on the ground in Rural Latakia/Rural Idlib, Syria shares his
miraculous experiences first-hand since migrating to Syria from Sydney, Australia
I was discussing the miracles I have witnessed here in Bilād al
Shām with a brother last night, and I promised to write a post
about it. It will be a little hard to compile, as what I have seen
in these 9 months has been beyond what any words could write.
I will list just a few of the blessings I have personally
experienced in-shā-Allah.

1) Barrel bombs, mortars and missiles that do nothing, leave no trace and no shrapnel:
Yes, I said it… at the beginning of my journey to Syria I was working in a town called Salma,
which was frequently under fire; lots and lots of fire. On average we would hear around 15
large explosions daily. We used to see the explosions at night, hitting the small buildings that
Salma is laced with… However upon visiting the scenes of the explosions, we would not see
anything: no damage, no shrapnel, as if nothing had happened. If one were to analyze the
number of bombs dropped on Salma alone, you would think not a single soul would inhabit the
town, yet on the contrary, Salma houses over 1,000 people.
Even now, I live in a town that experiences intermittent heavy fire: just two days ago a
mortar shell landed what felt like 20 metres from my home. We distinctly heard the large
shrapnel land on the roof of my house. To my astonishment however, upon going outside
shortly after, & observing my roof, I could neither see any shrapnel nor the slightest trace of
damage.
2) Immaculate hygiene:
Showering here in Syria is quite difficult, as water is often scarce, or heating is virtually
impossible, particularly while living in a house with five or more brothers. By Allah, in my first
few months, I would only be given the opportunity to shower once a week, if I could manage
even that. Despite that, neither my clothes would smell, nor my body, nor my hair. This is the
same for all the brothers. We would even trek to the mountains in summer, and come back
without a sign of body odour.
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In contrast, when I would travel to Turkey, and stay in a home/hotel-room with hot water and
ease of access, I would find myself needing a shower within a few hours of travelling.
3) Du’ās in Distress
Not only are your du’ās answered, your needs and cravings are, too. While I prefer to keep my
du’ās between myself and Allah, speaking of His blessings, I feel is also a duty. When I first
needed a vehicle in Syria, I was in much dismay. I called my parents in Australia, and told
them an urgent need has risen to purchase a 4×4 vehicle, as I cannot travel nor help people
without a means of transport. I honestly did not think my parents could help with this
venture, as my father is quite an old man, retired on pension, and my mother is a simple
housemother. Following my phone call with them, I prayed two Rak’at – just two Rak’at of
night prayer – asking Allah for His Help for this particular need. Lo and behold, within 48
hours my parents called me, and told me the money is prepared, and to go and purchase a
vehicle. This has happened to me not once, but many times, including how I got married,
which was another miracle in itself, which I can share in the next part in-shā-Allah.
4) Food & Water: Divine Destiny
In terms of my urgent needs and requirements being provided for and answered by Allah,
there have been times when food has been scarce, and hunger begins to kick in. In order to
distract myself from thinking about it, I would go for a walk around the village until Allah
provides for me. Countless times, have I been in this position, and to my delight and
amazement to be invited to a villager’s home, to be fed exactly what had been on my mind
the whole day.
Endless drinking water, summer and winter: In each village here in Latakia, there is one or
more water springs that provide drinking water to the villagers: the important factor to note,
is that these springs are usually dry in summer, and strong in winter. In the past they were
merely an emergency alternative to water that was pumped via government avenues.
However, since day one of the regime cutting the water off the residents of towns that have
fought against the regime, the water supplies from these springs have been endless: in
summer and winter.
5) The regime’s war with invisibles?
Regime MIGs and tanks have been fighting an imaginary war on many fronts; if not during the
day, during the night. There was an instance where the regime forces advanced here in
Latakia so far that they could have taken many kilometres of ground… yet when they reached
a completely abandoned checkpoint, they dropped their weapons and fled back to their
Latakia stronghold. What made them do this? What did they see?
How about a MIG that can’t hit a target? Every single day, regime MIGs fly over these villages,
with hundreds of places to strike, including Masājid and large buildings and bridges. I have
personally witnessed over 20 MIG strikes that have hit empty fields, mountains and forests. Is
the pilot seeing something we are not? Or does the MIG not have the technology to hit a
target within a twenty metre radius? Allahu A’lam.
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Miracles of Bilad al Sham, part 2 - Most Martyrs truly do not decay; I have been in the presence of a few Martyrs (insha Allah),
and subhanAllah, they do not decay, and they look as thought they are sleeping, their bodies
remain soft to the touch, and their blood does not coagulate. Trustworthy sources have also
told me of a time where a foreign Mujahid who was martyred in the field of battle, the
Regime troops buried his body under a tree in a town that was not yet liberated. Upon
liberating the town, the mujahideen asked the locals where he was buried, they pointed the
location out to them, the martyr was found completely as he is, an entire month later, there
is video footage to prove this, as well.
- During the battles in Latakia in the last few months, on one occasion, a mujahid entered
enemy territory with his brigade, but upon facing harsh opposition, the brigade had to
withdraw, he was shot on his way out, and was sadly left to die... or was he? The man stayed
alive for over 5 days in the rocky terrain of Latakia, with no food or water to be found.
Eventually, his will to live slowly decayed, and he found himself helpless, he began to to dig
the dirt around him with his hands, upon doing so, he discovered water... This was the
miracle he was searching for, this man eventually found his way to Doreen, a mujahideen
controlled town in Latakia, where he returned to his brethren, virtually unrecognizable,
limping on one leg, while the other had been shot.
- A feeling of no return; This is something beyond the normal senses of a human being, there
have been so many pious brothers who have been martyred, who almost knew of their
impending departure from this dunya. Two of my dear companions, were martyred, within
hours of their waking up, saying they had seen their homes in Jannah, they had seen the Hoor
al ayn, they had felt a detachment from this dunya, before leaving to the front line, they
handed out their belongings and left with smiles on their faces, they eventually really left
with smiles on their faces, subhanAllah.
- Children's heightened senses; I have been in busy towns, that have somewhat returned to
normal lives, where suddenly the children, aged two and above, would hear a helicopter from
several kilometers away, even over the buzz of tractors, trucks and motorbikes. They would
literally spot the helicopter with their eyes like eagles, while teenagers and grown men would
literally spend the entire time searching the skies with their eyes to merely spot a speck in
the sky. The entire town would literally rely on the children to be their look outs, and by
Allah, they are the best of lookouts, more brave than even the firmest fighters.
- Blessed fruits; Never in the life of the people of Sham have they ever seen their fruit trees
bear so much fruit, without any tending whatsoever. I have personally hand picked cherries,
two types of pears, four types of apples, two types of peaches, four types of nectarines, two
types of mandarins, three types of pomegranate, 5 types of grapes, almonds, walnuts, six
types of figs, manga, apricots... Not only are the fruits amazingly delicious, they are fun sized
as well, with pomegranates reaching the size of my own head, cherries the size of apricots.
Just writing this up makes me salivate at the thought.
Allah has truly, truly blessed Al-Sham, may Allah allow you all to experience the blessings of
this place.
Next Page: Humorous Stories 
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Humorous Stories from Bilad Al-Shaam
In the mountainous terrain of the Turkman mountains, a brigade of mujahideen were set out on
guard duty in the middle of the night, new to the area, they inspected it briefly, and took their
positions, hours passed as they fortified their trenches, set up their weapons and begun the task
of keeping a lookout on enemy movements or advancements.
Several hours later, the brigade leader, who was far more knowledgeable in the terrain and
direction of the enemy, came to two members sitting on guard, crouched down beside them
and said, "Great trenches and positions, boys, but the enemy positions are behind you..."

2. The barrel bomb reactions:
A brigade of mujahideen were out to take a checkpoint in Idlib, they were creeping their way up
a hill, with a road that cuts through the hill at the top, and the enemy town a small distance
away from the road at the other side. The brigade advanced to the road, and dug a trench at the
edge of the road, looking into the town. Hours passed when the battle begun and the brigade
found themselves in hot water, heavy machine guns in the towns directed at them and a
helicopter above head, dropping large barrels around them.
In one of the trenches were two people, a muhajir and a Syrian, they had both looked up and
noticed a barrel falling from the 'chopper what looked to be right above them. Two different
reactions, both absolutely priceless. The muhajir held his hands to the sky and begun chasing
the barrel left and right along the length of the trench, yelling 'Ya Rab shahadah!' (martyrdom!)...
The Syrian, on the other hand had forgotten completely about his enemy in the town, jumped
out of his trench and 'hid' right in front of enemy machine guns. The enemy was so bewildered
by this, they did not fire a single shot, he realized moments later where he ended up, and
jumped back into the trench VERY promptly after the barrel landed far from them, and they are
both alive to this day... One is still running after martyrdom, the other, well, who knows.
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3. During a battle for the liberation of three connected towns of Idlib, a brigade leader
had a near death experience that he laughs about to this day.
There was a huge lack of proper military command in this battle, so this brigade leader had to
take things into his own hands. He split his group into two, one covering one side of a supply
route, the other, covering the other side. As they had split up, an enemy armored personnel
carrier began driving through the road, suddenly, it stopped right between the two groups, and
soldiers began to step outside, completely not knowing what awaited them, they begun to
stretch and light up cigarettes.
The group on the left side begun firing at the APC, killing two troops, the other troops begun to
fire back, while hiding behind the APC, not knowing that behind them, in the olive trees, was the
second group. The second group opened fire, spraying the rest of the troops, except one. The
brigade leader saw the last troop, just as he had seen him, right as he took aim and pulled the
trigger, so too did the enemy troop.
The brigade leader, thinking he had been shot, hid behind a thin olive tree, which seemed like
something out of a cartoon, with his rear sticking out from one side, and his belly sticking out
from another, completely out of ammo. Moments later, after realizing he had not been shot, he
peaked his head from behind the tree, saw that the troop had been killed by his team members,
and that the enemies bullet had gone straight into the barrel of his AK47, blocking his bullet yet
saving his life.
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Mohamed-Ibn-Albaraa-from-Bilad-al-Shaam/1377305905861191
https://www.facebook.com/MohamedZee

Next Chapter: 6 Mujahideen vs Bashar’s Battalion! 
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6 Mujahideen vs Bashar’s Battalion!
Author: Abu Layth @khorasani_ Dec 7 2013
An amazing story of 6 brothers who are nothing less than lions I will share with you insha Allah.
This happened literally like a week or two ago, and I have met with 2 of the survivors of this
story Subhan Allah. 5 brothers from Dawla (the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria) decided to make
a baya' [oath] to attack an enemy location. They pledge to win or die, 5 against an army, literally.
Some of the ikhwa heard about this so they sent a jazarawi brother to go & try to convince them
not to go ahead with the plan, subhan Allah. They ended up convincing him to make an oath to
win or attain martyrdom alongside them. So they left for battle. During the intense battle 3 of
the brothers fulfilled their oath to Allah and attained martydom. Another was injured and unable
to carry on fighting & the bro I was Chatting to soon after this escapade took place was shot in
the arm with a PKC bullet, shattered his bone, he's now got metal plates in his Arm. One brother
remained. Sub han Allah what lion of Allah he carried on fighting the entire enemy army alone,
and managed to push them so far back, and this isn't just foot soldiers, they had tanks, RPG's,
rifles, the entire arsenal was there basically. Look at how Allah brings victory to his soldiers. He
single handedly (with the tawfiq from Allah) fended off the entire enemy force and made them
retreat.
He took the injured to a nearby house to find some water to drink and tend to the wounds and
no one was offering help, the brother had to Work fast so he broke into a car & hotwired it, not
knowing where to drive to, just anywhere sub han Allah the car broke down in the middle of a
completely un recognisable place but again broke into a truck this time, hotwired that and drive
for what he described as hours until
He could no longer tell how long he's been going for, & sub han Allah after all that he finds a
maqarr [HeadQuarters] that belongs to our brothers in Dawla. Subhan Allah the brother said as
soon as he got into the base, he dropped into a semi-conscious state just like the other two with
him, he then came to realise that he had infact been shot in the arm & in the leg. Wallahi Allah
has blessed the mujahideen with amazing karamaat. A local from the area who had family in the
army or was acquainted with them then asked the surviving brothers 'how many of you were
there?' They replied saying 'we were 6'. The man was amazed & said 'Wallahi the soldiers in the
army said that they saw 60 of you that day'.
Allahu Akbar wal izzatu lillah (Allah is the Greatest and all Power belongs to Allah).

Oh kuffar, you're facing people who want to die. How can you win?
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Hiding in the protected Mountains
Author: Abu Layth @khorasani_ Dec 7 2013
Our brothers @I_Jaman_ and @Abu_Qaqa_ are preparing for their attack in another city, in sha
Allah if we don't meet after, then jannah is the meeting point insha Allah. Sub han Allah the
closer we are to the government areas, the more internet connection there is lol. We can actually
see the target area.

The other day the brothers back in a nearby location saw a government plane fly past
supposedly carrying arms etc so they fired at it with the 23mm [Anti-aircraft gun]. Nearly
took it out completely but Subhan Allah it escaped. The kuffar got so ticked off about it,
they spent the next hour or so bombarding us on the mountain with cannons, planes
and hounds haha the mujahideen were completely unscathed, [the Shia] wasted
hundreds & thousands of explosives for no reason, sad is the situation of the kuffar.
We're at such a high altitudes we see the planes fly below us subhan Allah.
The ribaat (guarding the borders) in the mountains is proper Afghani/Sheeshany
[Chechnyan] style jihaad ma sha Allah. Alhamdulillah ala ni'matal jihad (Alhamdulillah for
the favour of Jihad).

Abu Fulan al-Muhajir @Fulan2weet 27 Sep:
Got hit by a tank today. Yeah sounds surreal. Two brothers were lightly injured and I
just got hit by some flying rocks, from where it hit. Just after that we launched a
heavy attack on Jenderes with rockets. Once we located them we shot them with
the .23 and their place exploded. Most of the day went with trying to spot the
location of the sniper.
Probably all the ammunition that they had with them that exploded when we hit
them. Allahu akbar. But no worries for me. I'm good, just a bit sore.
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The Black Magic Pyramids
Author: Abu ayth @khorasani_ Nov 26 2013

Ah one crazy story for you listener's out there, the training camp that we were at was like a huge
plot of land taken as ghaneema from some Kuffar satan worshippers. When the place was taken
at first there was like a huge pyramid that they demolished, immediately upon breaking
immediately after demolishing the pyramid a number of these weird looking pillars That had
been set up around the huge garden all fell down and collapsed immediately. These were solid
concrete blocks. They said that The people living were dealing with black magic and when the
mujahideen came through, the jinn that remained were attempting to kill them One of the
pillars landed literally inches in fornt of one of the brothers Alhamdulillah he was okay. Anyway
weeks past and we entered the Camp, whilst we were on a break sat in the garden we noticed
the broken pyramid and enquired. So the Emir of the mu'askar [training camp] filled us in on
The history behind it. So curiosity crept up on us so we decided to dig through the remains.
SubhanAllah the contents were very disturbing. The inside was in a bowl kind of shape, the walls
lined with human hair, LOTS of it. We found a piece of cloth with menstrual blood on it. There
was also lots of razors with hair and blood on them, a few small containers containing some kind
of liquid that gave off an absolutely Pungent aroma, countless strings tied in knots, papers with
strange symbols scribed on them. And much more, the brothers said it's likely that it was the
man of the house doing sihr on his wife to stop her from looking at other men. Sad is the
situation of kuffar. Dude must Have been proper ugly lol. Allahu musta'an. the stuff was
disposed off after we left I think Alhamdulillah.
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The white cloud Angel?
Abu Layth @khorasani_ Jan 24 2014
Story for you people, karama that occured 2 months ago (ish) with the brothers in
Wilaayat Latthakia. Narrated to me by a Tajiki brother
Last night during ribaat and he heard it from an Uzbeki brother who the miracle
happened to: So as the story goes, the Uzbeki brother says
We were 7/8 brothers on ribaat in an outpost, not expecting much to happen when a
government convoy of some 80+ advanced towards us with a tank and other heavy
artillery in their midst. At first the sight concerned the brother until one of them jumped
up and screamed
'Yallah! Ya ikhwaan! (O brothers!) This is the shahada (martyrdom) you left your
families for! Remember Allah and strike His enemies with strength!' At this, the
brothers broke out into an uproar of takbirs & sprung up the push forward with their
bare chests to face death. Moments passed of what seemed like normal shootouts and
the brother said he was next to a Jazarawi brother, the distance between them was
appox 5 metres. The tank blasted a shell which landed bang in the middle of them, he
said it literally made contact with the ground &was just swollowed up by a cloud of
dust.
And it occured a few times over, the government were blazing the PK at them on fully
automatic (this gun shoots like 15 bullets per second) And they were very exposed in
terms of not much cover to protect them, subhan Allah not a single one was touched.
The regime soldiers saw Something wasn't right so they began to retreat the heavy
artillery and the tank one of the brothers said wallahi, wallahi we were stood in our spots
& we could see white figures like clouds gliding towards the enemy. He said wallah the
mala'ika are with us. He smacked his AK from single fire to auto and as the arabs say
'rashh' (spraying bullets) lol sprayed at them from left to right. Once he reached the
right he stayed aiming at them there, he said wallahi I would be firing into the right and
I'm watching soldiers on the farr left drop dead. I aim left and fire and watch another 7/8
drop dead as they are dropping their weapons and sprinting off at the far right. Allahu
akbar the entire convoy or at least what was left of it retreated + disappeared. They
spent the rest of ribaat disposing of the bodies lol. Subhan Allah only Allah knows His
soldiers. The brother is still about now I think if I remember correctly he's in Wilaayat
Halab wallahu a'lam. Ponder over the favour of Allah. May Allah accept the efforts of the
brothers and bless them with ranks amongst the prophets, truthful and the martyrs.
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https://twitter.com/Mujahid_0446
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The Sahwa (Awakening groups) of Syria
In January 2014, many Muhajireen (Emigrants) from the Islamic State of Iraq and Sham were
suddenly kidnapped, killed and some of their women raped by members of the FSA (Free Syrian
Army) groups, and even some Islamic groups (all groups contain a mix of bad and good
individuals). These people harmed the members of the Islamic State with the intent of
pressuring and expelling them outside of Syria. But why? Why would they suddenly expel the
people who helped them?
The answer lies in the following facts; the Islamic State has made its intent clear that it wants to
liberate Palestine, even Arabia, and infact the entire Muslim world from the tyrants. It has made
its intention clear of a Global Caliphate while the rest of the groups have not. The FSA secular
members who do not want a global Caliphate but simply want a national governance of Syria
were willing to take funds from Western and Arab regimes to get rid of the Islamic State. Money
corrupted them and made them forget that they had formed to fight Bashar al-Assad the tyrant,
not the people who came to help them.
These groups began receiving funds by the West and Arab regimes with money and weapons if
they fought the Islamic State, since the Islamic State is a threat to many world leaders. Any
group who gets money from other countries to expel the Islamic State is called ‘Sahwaat’.
Sahwaat are not a new phenomena, the Americans payed Sunnis tribes of Iraq to fight for them
during the American invasion against the Islamic State of Iraq in 2006+. This has been discussed
previously in the book: Black Flags from Syria.

In the next page, Abu Layth describes the battle against the Sahwat of Syria. Maskana was a
town under the Islamic State’s control, however they were attacked...
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The war against the Sahwa of Syria
Abu Layth @khorasani_ Jan 10
Allahu Akbar the necks of the kuffar (disbelievers) and munafiqeen [hypocrites] have risen, let
me tell you people what has just been happening. After a innocent trip to Maskana (close to
Halab) our visit was extended due to sheer Qadr & subhan Allah we ended up staying an extra
day.
7am Ahrar Ash Shaam & other Jabha Islamiyyah raid a Liwa Al islam maqar on the outskirts of
maskana and fire at maskana from there (whether Liwa al islam took part or not, Allahu a'lam
but we [as a result] took them as captives and they seemed innocent so they were released)
Maskana btw is a town completely under Dawlatal Islam control.

We fired back anyway with heavy artillery and sent in some foot soldiers, they lost hope and
retreated to a nearby sugar factory where they had reinforcements. And [they] began firing
recklessly into Maskana with a 23 (a weapon typically used against aircraft) many houses were
hit.
Subhan Allah this action was pretty out of order, I don't even think Bashar has done that as of
yet. Again I was cut off and I'll explain why after insha Allah. Anyway as they attacked us at
Maskana, we tapped into their radio frequency on Their walkie talkies. Shortly after we engaged
in conversation with the pigs and they started to scream down the mic 'YOUR USAMA BIN
LADEN ISN'T HERE TO HELP YOU NOW!'. Subhan Allah their stupidity is great to think we rely on
a dead man for victory. Anyway the brothers laughed at their lack of I.Q and replied "You dogs
don't you know? We are all Usama". Shortly after we gave them the glad tidings of the
martyrdom operation being sent their way so they got scared and stopped trying to egg us on.
Alhamdulillah whilst they were at the sugar factory may Allah reward our brothers in Jabhat An
Nusra fully. They supported us in the wiping out of the pigs, we weren't surprised after we
raided
them and their stashes to find all of their food supplies were supplied by the West, I had no
charge on my phone to take pictures but we did enjoy fully their hot chocolate and kellogs
frosted flakes Alhamdulillah lol. Furthermore it wasn't surprising after to find trailing behind their
Western aid, alot of their other supplies from non other than the lap-dog of the west, The
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Shock, Horror eh?
Alhamdulillah anyway it's all been useful ghaneema to us, the blankets, food etc has really been
fun since it's the most halaal provision no one complains. But we, the Mujahideen don't have to
rely on such sources for help, Allah brings it about from under our bullets, the kuffar however
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and the murtadeen especially, should remind them selves as Allah says those who take other
than Allah as their wali, are like one who builds a house for himself out of a spiders web. But the
spiders web is the weakest of houses, if they but knew. Anyway we based up at the sugar factory
and news came of extras joining our convoy to go to Aleppo to aid the brothers there and Ahrar
got slightly shaky at the knees after they found out so they tried to cut off one of the routes to
Aleppo with a 'surprise checkpoint' prior to this, we prepared for an attack at a nearby Ahrar HQ
which I forgot the name of the area but it's extremely close to Maskana. We did all the required
preparations and Alhamdulillah attacked them the next day, I don't even know if any of them
were killed, 1 ended up handing himself in and pledged Allegiance to The Islamic State of Iraq
and Shaam Alhamdulillah. The rest hopped on their bikes and zoomed very quickly after we laid
siege to them with the 57 cannon. The cowards sent a few shots back in panic and ended up
firing at the houses of the villagers, one youth with his father came to us in a hurry on a
motorcycle pleading us to end them as soon as possible because their house had been hit.
They make a break for it anyway and the brothers posted up and said that they would enter at
night in small groups to examine the spoils of war. Night falls, and we, pick up trucks roll out to
go to the HQ, about a kilometre down the road we bump into them at their 'surprise checkpoint'
we hopped out the back and took cover whilst the Umara went to speak to them, they instantly
drew weapons against them & made a demand for them to hand over themselves and their
weapons. Obviously mujahideen don't go down like that so one of the Emirs Abu Khattab belt
he had strapped on, and the second safety was in his hand so if they shot, he'd let go and down
would go some 20 murtadeen and their Dushka lol, as soon as they realised the situation, their
nifaaq became manifest & out spilled their love for the life of this world. They started screaming
"Allahu Akbar! Don't spill the blood of muslims!" A change of voice tone was definitely detected.
Another pointed the huge Dushka on the back of their truck at the face of our current Emir
(kuwaiti brother) and goes "YA IRAANI, YA NUSAYRI, YOU WORK FOR IRAN" Me and a brother
from the arabian peninsula were close by almost burst out laughing at their once again, clear
stupidity. It's clear from their weird comments they have some goon up top spoon feeding them
lies.
Anyway the convoy heard of the news and Shaykh Umar Shishaany and another truck full of
chechens rolled down to try and talk to them, soon as they saw the lights of our cars
approaching (this was about midnight and completely blackness apart from the headlights of
cars) they screamed out "StOP YOUR REINFORCEMENTS! NOW! 1..2..3' - then fired with their
dushka at the car of Shaykh Umar Shishaany, damaged it but him and the brothers retreated for
the sake of our safety at the front, Alhamdulillah no one was hurt but then it broke out into a
fire fight they blasted at us, we blasted back, but the lack of vision made it difficult for us to see
who was who so half of us just shot their car & the others at the punk they had on the roof with
a PKC, Allah knows best if there were any casualties. Anyway they got scared and grabbed a
nearby old man and started screaming "MADANI, MADANI" (Civilian) so we siezed fire, they
realised soon after whatever they do they're most likely to die so they let us go and feld
themselves shortly after. We went back to post up at the sugar factory, next morning our whole
convoy rolled out to the new HQ to peep the Ghaneema, some 20-30 pick ups, black flags,
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Cannons, lots of heavy artillery, probably the most impressive sight i've seen in Syria.
Alhamdulillah amongst it was a cow farm of 7000 cows lol, the milk was a nice treat! Anyway my
time has ran out again, in summary what happened after is we came as a convoy to Aleppo, now
fighting the murtadeen on the reef.
To continue.. I will just mention a few side things before carrying on the story.. Whilst we were at
the Sugar Factory we got the news of 70 or 90 brothers from Jabha, a Kateeba within them who
gave pledged allegiance to The Islamic State so Alhamdulillah. Also, to chill up with with all the
Chechen brothers is a beautiful experience, Shaykh Umar shishaany who is the Emir overlooking
alot of this on the reef is truly a incredible figure to have supervising and leading the fighting
masha Allah. Anyway as the story goes, we left to make our way to Aleppo. Huge convoy, I
heard CNN gave a report that we were heading to Iraq or something, morons. We ended up
crossing paths with a checkpoint that was manned by some 30-40 members of Ahrar and they,
like last time tried to pull a "No Dawlatal Islam allowed manoeuvre" started making takbirs
against us, screaming pointlessly, pointing the PKC at the brothers, a handful of them dropped
their weapons and walked off saying "we do not wanna fight The Islamic State" out of fear so we
just laughed at the chaos. Turned around about 50 metres behind us was another route so we
just took that, Ahrar then feeling abit sheepish realised we actually were quite a huge convoy
and not just a few cars and said it is okay if you pass, but obviously we decided not to bother
and carried on. We arrived at Aleppo, prayed, ate, spoke to the brothers and I got news that
actually was new to me even though it was 2 months old that the Shari of Ahrar had made takfir
on The Islamic State, & to top it off, we are khawarij and it is obligatory to fight us. That was just
one piece of the cake but there were more crazy statements.. We were also given the news that
one of our Ansari (syrian) brothers was killed in his house along with his wife by a group of Liwa
Tawheed.
Also the news came of 7 of our sisters from the Arabian peninsula who were captured, raped
and killed. And more captured with their current situation unknown. We were further informed
that the city Al Bab and the surroundings which used to be shared by The Islamic State & other
groups from FSA and Jabha Islamiyyah, Ahrar etc all betrayed The Islamic State and are now
surrounding, killing our brothers, so we prepared to move towards them. We also got the news
that the Emir of Liwa Tawheed has ordered the capturing and killing The Islamic State members,
without exception wherever they are found. Night fell and we moved towards a smaller city
called Biza`a which was under attack too Shaykh Umar Shishaany gathered us all and gave some
words of advise and inspiration beforehand. To recall some of it he reminded us that

Allah says the believers are those who fight for the sake of Allah, and the disbelivers are those
who fight for taghut. It does not differ if those who disbelieve are the soldiers of Bashar or any
other type of kuffar, Allah has prescribed their killing collevtively until the religion is left for Allah
alone. The next words he said sent a shiver down everyones spine. He said Wallahi Ikhwaan, do
not hold any mercy in your hearts towards them when you fight them, strike them as Allah says
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at their necks for verily they have taken an oath to do the same against those who want to
establish the law of Allah. 200 brothers rose up making takbirs and praising Allah, and we set off.
The ground was literally shaking under our takbirs and shouts, a moment passed and the night
sky was lit up in front of us by the Martydom Operation we had sent in earlier, the light came
first, and then what sounded like a thunder storm took our ears by surprise, may Allah accept
the akh everyone of us was keeping our tongues moist with the rememberence of Allah and our
group was sent into the town Biza`a, linked up with the local brothers and moved in. Subhan
Allah the objective was to take over a checkpoint ran by the murtadeen but as they realised our
approach since they were all locals from the town, they fled into their houses and tried picking
us off one by one from above the roofs. 3 brothers from us were martyred that night and 2
injured. 2 of the martyrs were the ones with the knowledge of the area so we were left out in the
city without much knowledge of where to move.
We based up at a Dawlat Islam HQ until dawn broke and took a different approach, all of the
brothers that were local knew the enemies personally and their homes. So we raided their
houses, found them scrambling about on the streets crying, trying to make a run for it, some of
them packing their bags to leave town, Alhamdulillah every last one of them were captured.
Even the one who along with his group, killed the Ansari brother and his wife in their house as
mentioned before. I would show you their corpses but for the sake of keeping it professional i`ll
avoid doing so. Anyway all of them when being questioned gave away the information of
literally everything, not a spot was left on the map where we didn`t know where they ate, slept,
bought rifles, went on holiday etc etc we were given the names, dates, plans, you name it. Biza`a
is now completely under The Islamic State.
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True Dream: The Messenger of Allah sends his salaams to you...

Abu Layth @khorasani_ Jan 21

Glad tidings to the soldiers of The Islamic State, this morning one of the
Chechen brothers saw a dream in which he was approached by one One of
the martyrs from the recent attacks in Al Bab, he asked him where he was
and he said
I'm in Jannah (Paradise) and the messenger of Allah sends his
salaams to you brothers and encourages you all to remain
steadfast upon this road.
Allahu akbar wa lillah alhamd! #ISIS
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True Dream: The Phone in the Backbone
Abu Layth @khorasani_ Dec 11 2013

Another story I'll share whilst I spend my last few moments in the area with Net, the dream of a
brother that lead to the capture of a spy. In one of the HQ's we stopped off at for a night after
training camp, we conversed with some brothers and one of the ikhwa told us his dream. He saw
a brother that they knew from behind, he was sat down and as he approached him, the brother
opened his spine. Sub han Allah inside he found a walkie talkie.
He then he got his dream interpreted by a sheikh we also met at the place and he mentioned
that it is likely that this person was a spy, so they covertly investigated the brother for some
weeks until sub han Allah one brother got hold of his phone during his absence and found in
there countleess coordinates for Dawla HQ's [HeadQuarters] and hotspots, after much
interrogation, he confessed.
Post (After) confession he was put to trial, found guilty, and the hadd of Allah was applied and
all praise is due to him who gave us the tawfiq. They plot and plan but Allah also plans and
indeed he is the best of planners.
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Turkey joins in the battle against the Islamic State!
Abu ayth @khorasani_ Jan 29 (2014)
Allahu akbar the turkish army has dipped its hands in the war in Shaam! Yesterday whilst we
were whacking some FSA in al ra'i next to the [Turkish] Borders they sent a small kind of remote
controlled plane [Drone] over our heads, minutes later we were bombarded with explosives
from Allah knows what kind of weaponry. The explosions were bigger than jet fighters, similiar
to that from the huge barrel bombs helicopters occasionally Drop.
We had to retreat from the so far successful attack and took place behind some rocks for like an
hour, night had come and no one See much but if anyone moved an inch, it would be on our
backs watching them fly in front of our faces, it was like a scene from star wars with all the 'zing'
noises and red lights, then thegreeted with some 10-15 bullets flying inches above our heads lol
we were literally lying could Thunderclap noise of the bombs would come again, they would
send 2 at a time wallahi it was like a storm, the flash from the turkey side, Then the whilsting
noise through the air and all we could do is lie flat waiting to see if it lands on our heads or not.
Alhamdulillah Allah Took us out safely in the end,
Casualties due to the turks, one of our buses was torn apart by a bomb + one of our emirs Abu
Ja'fr Dagestani was martyred, he was attacking the FSA from behind a cover as we all were and
the border was to our side, we weren't covered from there since we didn't expect to be attacked
by tanks and night vision snipers by the neighbouring country but I guess this further reinforces
the Fact that the kuffaar are not to be trusted. Anyway the brothers that were attacking from the
side away from the turkish borders are still Holding up the spot may Allah protect them, that's
all I can reveal in terms of what's going on since the battle is not over, more info After it's all
over insha Allah.
Just to point out as well by the way, The Islamic State of Iraq and Shaam, under orders from Abu
Bakr Baghdadi and Shaykh Adnaan have absolutely no intention to attack Turkey in any way,
shape or form. Based on the hadith of the prophet peace be upon him where he ordered us
To leave the Turks and the rest I cannot recall if anyone has the full hadith please feel free to
post it. But yeah if there's any message I want to get across is no bullet from a soldier in The
Islamic State will be aimed at the Turks. Before the media tries to start something that we
attacked them. Let it be known here first that I say this and may Allah paralyse my tongue if I'm
lying, we say their plane over us we saw the bombs come from their side, the bullets over our
heads and they caused us to pull back from what would have been an easy victory by the
permission of Allah. Allahu musta'an. I'm sure the Emir of The Islamic State and the top shari'
knew what they were saying when they made the order.
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The way I heard it is ( كارتألا كرتاatruk al-Atraak = Leave the Turks) which is a clear command
BUT the rule of self defence I don't know how it applies. There's no desire to start such a war
anyway. Besides the prophet alayhi salaatu wa salaam said the muslims will take over Turkey
without weapons, at the time of the great malhama [end time battles], it will be opened with just
takbirs [shouts of Allahu akbar] and mujahideen will walk through so Allahu a'lam [Allah knows
best.]
--------------------------------------------------------

Breaking NEWS: Abu Layth (@khorasani_) killed on February 3rd 2014:

The brother whose stories you’ve just been reading over the past few pages was martyred today, he was
shot by the FSA. He followed in the footsteps of @I_Jaman before him (see next Shuhada stories chapter).

https://twitter.com/AbuhafsAk | @khorasani_
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Shuhadaa (Martyrdom) Stories

From 'Abdullah [ibn Mas’ud] that he was asked about Allah's saying:

Think not of those as dead who are killed in the way of Allah. Nay they are alive, with
their Lord (Quran 3:169).
So he said: "As for us, we asked about that, and we were informed (by the Messenger of Allah)
that their souls are in green birds wandering in Paradise wherever they wish, returning to
lamps hanging from the Throne. Your Lord looks at them and says: 'Do you want anything
more that We may grant you more?' They say: 'Our Lord! What more could we have when we
are in Paradise wandering wherever we want' Then He looks at them a second time and says:
"Do you want anything more that We may grant you more?' When they realize that they will
not be left alone with that, they say: 'Return our souls to our bodies, so that we may return to
the world to be killed in Your cause another time.'"
[Sunan al-Tirmidhi 3011 – Saheeh]
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Amazing True Dream: ‘I saw jannah (Paradise)...but I
woke up.’
Author: Saahibul Hijratain @s7bhijratain Dec 15 2013

The following incident occurred around a year and half ago. We were four brothers staying in a
house,three of us were awake while another brother was taking his qayloolah nap. As the time
for ‘Asr was approaching I decided to wake the brother up,when I approached him I found him
smiling in his sleep, before I could tap him to wake up he already awoke. He looked astounded.
I told him he was smiling in his sleep. He told me: “I dreamt I was in Jannah”. I made takbeer
,called the other brothers and told them what happened.The first question we all asked was if
he saw the hoor lol.He said he didnt see them but he could hear them singing.
(he told me what they were singing, but I forgot). He said:“I was standing in front large gates
when I was approached by 2 very handsome men, they said to me:“Let’s enter Jannah”, they
took me by the hand and walked me through the gate,as soon as I entered I felt a cool breeze
and heard the hoor singing.” The brother said the place was extremely beautiful, couldn’t
describe it, except by saying it was very “beautiful”.
So he said: “We began to walk, we saw a large group of men who were surrounding one man
and they were all laughing a laughter that warms your heart. I asked who they were, to which
the two men replied: ...
“That is RasoolAllah (the Messenger of Allah Muhammad) and his Companions”. We continued
to walk, until we reached a huge palace, which was extremely beautiful The two men told me:
“This palace belongs to you, but now you will leave and you will return another day I wanted to
say “No, I want it now”, but I woke up.” (End of dream)
This brother is one of the most amazing brothers I have met during my time here. I have not
known him to lie or fabricate.
Allah is my witness that I love him as much as my own family members or more.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Saahib ul Hijratain (meaning: the Companion of the 2 Hijrahs’ (Emigrations) – a brother from Somalia.
He left the UK and emigrated to support the establishment of an Islamic State.
He can be found on twitter @: https://twitter.com/s7bhijratain
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Martyr: Saalim Ad Dubayb aka: Abu Saarim.
Age 21/22.
Time in Jihaad: 6 months.
Speaks: Arabic, English.

Author: Abu Layth @khorasani_ Dec 17
#يب_ سال م_ا س ت شهاد

"ال دب

This brother was something else, I swear by Allah every time I saw him I would automatically end
up with a huge smile on my face, he had a very unique way of saying 'Allahu Akbar!' It would
make everyone smile, especially when he walk into the room in the morning & find breakfast is
ready haha my network is too slow to upload pics but he once wrote on paper for me:
'I want to go to butter (battle) I need a British wofe (wife)!!! And told me to post it on social
networks for him haha. Now he has 72 of the wives of jannah insha Allah may he get what he
worked for. The brother was constantly engaged in the night prayers, you would find him in the
dead of the night praying qiyaam. He had a beautiful du'a qunoot he would recite when he lead
us in salah. Memorised a large portion of the Qur'an masha Allah and I have many voice
recordings of him reciting poetry which I will share if I can get the chance bi ithnillah. Before he
left I had his phone charger he left with me as an amana (trust), he told me 'If I get shahada,
keep it' I made du'a for him & 'ya Allah Honour him with shahada'.
The news then came that he took part in what we call 'ghamaasi' operation. Another form of
martyfom operation in martyrdom* where the participant is strapped up with the explosive belt
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& is sent in an area with large scores of the enemy, runs in, fires All his ammo, possibly
sustaining many injuries & when his clip is empty, press the button [martyrdom belt] and teach
the kuffar how to fly! May his face be successful. Abu Saarim the lion. I almost cried hearing
name mentioned.
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Martyr: Abu Farooq Al Ansari:
Age: *around 18*.
Time in jihad: Since the start of the Syrian uprising.
Speaks: Arabic.

This brother was amazing SubhanAllah he's in the picture I retweeted earlier with me [above],
Abu Saarim & the others, back of the car on the Dushka (machine gun installed on the car).
Since he's an Ansaari (from syria) he knew the areas well and would look after us alot, his home
town was Tidmor. SubhanAllah this akh you would wake up in the middle of the night + find
him cleaning the rooms & washing. He rarely opened his mouth & when he did. You would hear
nothing but good. Character of a mu'min may Allah accept him.
I have a video of me, him, @Hamidur1988 & @I_Jaman in one of our older HQ's where some
birds were trapped in this cage type thing and we released them all, maybe it will be uploaded
one day inshaAllah. His news was big amongst the Ansaar & muhajireen alike, loved jannah, now
insha Allah he's under the throne of his creator. Abu Farooq rahimullahu ta'ala. A few days
before the brothers left for the battle, we had plans to move to another HQ, but this area was
his local so he had to remain. By Allah he was so sad at the news of him being seperated from
us he constantly would quietly ask us to stay, once mentioned it to him im front of everyone
whilst we were eating urging him to come with us. He got so shy and went red I even felt shy on
his behalf, The likeness of Uthman Ibn Affan r.a such a beautiful brother he had the face of a
shaheed I wasn't surprised he was honoured with martydom.
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Author: Abu Layth @khorasani_ Dec 17 2013

Martyr: Iftikhar Jaman
Age: 23
Time in jihad: 2012-13 – the first of British Muhajireen (Emigrants).
Speaks: English.

Our brother @I_Jaman of course, such a character subhanAllah. This brother insha Allah
has so much ajr [reward] under his belt, hijra to Shaam through him, me and 7 other
brothers made hijra to this blessed land of jihaad. May Allah accept it from him. Now as
a result countless more are coming through us, he kicked off a chain of many good
deeds & served his role well as a mujahid and a da'ee (caller to Islam). Always smiling
even when he was upset, he inspired all the brothers to do good and worked hard in
forbidding the evil. He loved interacting with locals & always urged us to be as nice as
possible to absolutely everyone in order to give a good impression of the mujahideen.
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He would go out and try to buy things from the shops with his money that he may have
heard the brothers mention they need & would never let anyone else pay. He had such
enthusiasm for shahada & serving the religion, always wake people up for prayer and
remind us about the sunnah fasts, most importantly He was close the book of Allah,
always reading through and picking out ayaat, we would spend hours talking about the
deen & goodness.
He would make us sit and urge us to collectively remember Allah, practice speaking
arabic, perfecting Qur'an recitation. SubhanAllah even in matters away from deen, he
used to be the spearhead of good amongst us, washing, cooking even sewing the
ripped clothes of others! As the brother mentioned the dream, our akh @Hamidur1988
dreamt the night before we received the news of his honouring. In the dream he saw
akhi @Abu_Qaqa_ standing alone with blood coming from his head looking very sad. At
the same time he saw a light, like the sun*.
So he [Hamidur] asked @Abu_Qaqa_ what's the matter? He said to him 'I wasn't able to
get shahada' (martyrdom). At the same time he could hear the voice of @I_Jaman_
coming from elsewhere but he couldn't see him. The brother [Hamidur] woke up
confused and we went for a walk through the mountains that day for 6 hours,
experienced the beauty of Allah's creation & his rahma (mercy) in the snow. Upon our
return we were given the news of all the names of the shuhada.

Iftikhar’s Martyrdom:
His martyrdom story goes as follows: Abu_Qaqa and Iftikhar Jaman (@I_Jaman) both
were selected to go to Ghazwat-al-Khair (the Good Battle), and while they were there,
Abu Qaqa got shot in the foot so he fell to the floor. Iftikhar joined the ightisam
(plunge) group where they throw themselves into the enemy and begin shooting at
them until they run out of ammunition, then they approach the enemy and explode
their martyrdom belt to damage as much enemies as possible and themselves gain
martyrdom. But the brothers decided to retreat for tactical purposes. A brother told
Iftikhar Jaman that they should leave now, and Iftikhar said ‘1minute’, as the brother
turned away, he looked back again and saw a Tank had fired and some shrapnel hit
Iftikhar and he got martyred straight away within that minute!
Abu Qaqa was told to get up by his commander but he said he couldn’t stand up
because his foot was injured (the Shia purposely shoot the leg to try to capture the
fighters). Due to the adrenaline rush, Abu Qaqa told everyone to go and he wanted to
use a martyrdom belt (a belt with a bomb attached to it) to hit the enemy when the
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enemy approached. However, a brother lifted him up instead and walked for 40 minutes
until they reached their car. Then they went back to base and Abu Qaqa was taken to
hospital to recover.

Abu_Qaqa recovering in hospital

We asked about the Brittani (British) brothers, Iftikhar Jaman’s (@I_Jaman) name was
mentioned and we literally screamed with joy at the news! Tears were shed and we ask
Allah to accept him amongst the anbiyaa (Prophets), the siddiqeen (Truthful) and the
shuhada (martyrs). Subhan Allah he always used to mention to because we made him
our Emir (leader) of the kitchen since he was probably the best cook amongst us that he
didn't mind & that he heard the cooks (chefs) are the quickest to attain shahada.
Subhan Allah and he was right. Even when we came after him, he helped cooked for
some 60+ mujahideen everyday for about 2 weeks. May Allah feed him from the fruits
of jannah as he fed us well in the dunya. Such are the examples that we have to look up
to may Allah unite us all under His throne. These are just 4 of the many brothers that
were honoured with shahada during #غزوة_ال خ ير. When they return their bodies insha
Allah we will witness their smiles & musk from their wounds Bury them whilst their
injuries bear witness to their service to islam. For more info about the battle check out
the hashtag #ال خ ير_غزوة

*Scholars of Dawlat-ul-Islam later interpreted this light to mean the Hur al Ayn (Women of
Paradise). Based on the hadeeth: ‘if the Hur al Ayn looked into this world, they would fill it with
light.’ They said this means the women of Paradise came down to take Iftikhar to Paradise, we
ask Allah to accept him and us, ameen.
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i_jaman_ (Abu Abdur-Rahman
[Iftikhar Jaman] – the
shaheed/martyr) left
with Abu_Qaqa_ [right] before the
last battle (in which i_jaman_ got
shaheed).
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The Martyrs: Smell of Musk – like they’re asleep
Abu Layth @khorasani_ Jan 18 2013
Wallahi (I promise by Allah!) one of the brothers that were martyred smelt so strongly of musk!
Even the place where his blood dripped still smells of it! After many days past the brothers were
reluctant to even take the bodies to be buried because of the pleasant smell it was giving off.
On top of all that. The stinking corpses of the enemies were not far off, the smell from the
brothers completely overwhelmed the stench from their Rotting corpses even though their
brains and whatnot had spewed out all over the ground sub han Allah. Also to recall, wallahi on
the Battlefield, after 2 hours max, the bodies of the enemies turned dark, their figures became
unrecognisable, their stomachs became huge!
It was a disgusting sight! Comparison to our brothers subhan Allah! They were with us for a
week and wallahi every new person that walked into our HQ would say they look like they're
asleep?! Subhan Allah it was truly amazing. Allah makes our feet firm by his signs…

Abu Fulan al-Muhajir @Fulan2weet 02 Oct:
Yesterday we exchanged corpses with PKK (Communist Kurds). Our
mujahidin were literally smelling of musk, while there were worms in the
kuffar (disbeliever) corpses.

Next page: The bodies of a martyr of the Islamic state VS the body of the dead Shi’a 
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The bodies of a martyr of the Islamic state VS the body of the dead
disbelievers

The 1st pic is a disbeliever who sees his place in Hell at death.
The 2nd pic is the believer martyrs who died to please God & see Paradise at
death.
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Funny:
How Non-Muslims react
when seeing the body of a
shaheed (martyr).
http://s30.postimg.org/mylww0
hg1/miracles_in_syria_book.png
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Abu Dujanah (left) – compare his
smile in his life and death. It is exactly
the same.
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This is a non Muslim Shi’a who fought the believers and was killed by their hands. See
that his face has become black as if it has been burnt from Hell.
A sign of his dreaded future.
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Giving in charity during his life,
fighting for the oppressed, and look
at his face in his grave (smiling), and
his index finger pointing to belief in 1
God.
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A Russian mercenary in Syria who fought against the Sunni believers. [above]
A Sunni believer who got martyred, smiling (below).
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Believing Martyrs of different nationalities in Syria (2012) -

http://s8.postimg.org/oc8yvljmr/smiling_miracles_in_syria_ebook.png
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Smiling

Martyred in Sujood position (Prostrating/Sajdah)

A brother who fights to raise the word of Allah, he suddenly gets shot and turns in the
direction of the Qiblah (location of Prayer: Makkah), he then falls on the ground in
prostration/sujood to Allah, his Creator.
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Miracle & Dream: “he drops his gun and reaches towards the sky...”
Abu Anwar @onthatpath3 Dec 17 (2013)

Subhanallah heard an amazing shaheed story:

2 bros were in a battle and all of the sudden 1 of them drops his gun and
starts reaching towards the sky and he got sniped [shot] (and martyred),
the 2nd bro ended up getting pinned [shot] in his position and fell asleep
(fainted) next to him, and saw him in his dream, so he asked him why he exposed
him by reaching for the sky (and leaving him open to getting shot). Guess what
the reply was? "Because I saw the Hoor ayn reaching for me so I reached back."

https://twitter.com/onthatpath3
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Dream: “Infront of each gate was a woman of Paradise from the Hoor al Ayn”
Author: Saahibul Hijratain @s7bhijratain Dec 15 2013

#Bayhaqi narrated in Shu'ab al-Iman with his sanad going back to Qasim bin 'Uthman al-Joo'i
who said:

"I saw a man walking around the #Ka'abah, so I got closer to him. I found
him not saying more than these words: "O Allah, you have fulfilled the needs of
the needy and my need hasn't been fulfilled yet." So I said to him: "What's the
matter with you that you don't say except these words?" He replied: "I shall
inform you."
"We were seven companions from different lands who participated in fighting the
enemy in their land, but we were captured. We were then isolated by the enemy
for our necks to be struck.
I looked up to the heavens and I saw seven open gates in front of each gate was
a young woman of Paradise from the #Hoor al-'Ayn. One of us was brought
forward for his neck to be struck, when his neck was struck I saw one #Hoor with
a handkerchief descend towards him, this continued until six were beheaded,
each time a #Hoor would descend, until I remained, one #Hoor & gate.

When I was brought forward for my neck to be struck one of the men requested
that I be gifted to him (freed for him), so I was gifted to him! So I heard the
remaining #Hoor say: "What (a great thing) you have lost, O deprived one!" and
the gate closed.
And, I am grieved of what I have lost O my brother."
Uthman ibn Qasim said: "In my view he's the best among them, because he saw
what they did not and he was left to work (in doing good actions) while
yearning (for the Hoor).
[Shu'ab al-Iman by al-Bayhaqi 9/352]
http://tl.gd/n_1rs3s4b
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Syria today (February 2014) & the Future order of events
Syria has had over 20,000 Sunni Muhajireen (Emigrants) over the past 4 years of the
Syrian conflict, mainly based in the Northern and Eastern parts of Syria. Even though this
number is huge, they are still the minority, and the world powers are planning against
them day and night. The Shi’a have even more than this from neighbouring Iran, Iraq
and Lebanon. An increasingly sectarian war is going to continue until Iran is defeated, as
prophesized.

Allah (God)’s Messenger, Muhammad (peace be on him) said (meaning):
You will attack 1 - Arabia and Allah will enable you to conquer it, then you would
attack 2- Persia (Iran) and He would make you to Conquer it. Then you would
attack 3 - Rome and Allah will enable you to conquer it*, then you would attack 4 the Dajjal (the AntiChrist in Israel) and Allah will enable you to conquer him.
(Sahih Muslim #6930

This is the road to Jerusalem, as has been Prophecised, and as you will see over the decades!
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Afghanis Emigrating to Syria by Car

Abu Fulan al-Muhajir @Fulan2weet Nov 9 2013
Met a brother yesterday who has made his way to Syria, all the way
Abu Fulan
al-MuhajirWith
@Fulan2weet
30 Aug
2013
from Waziristan
[Afghanistan].
2wives & 6kids.
Took
them 64
days traveling by bus They crossed Afghanistan, Pakistan, whole Iran,
before they ended up in Turkey and Some has so much trouble
coming, but still tries. While others has the easiest way, but doesn't
come anyway got in fron there. All this illegally by bus. SubhanAllah

Met a young Afghan brother today. He came first, then brought his wife, then parents and
sister here. Jabhat al Nusra gave him a ghaneema-house for free.
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See his last peaceful moments:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hDBWcBsJUzQ
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Twitter accounts of Muslim fighters from around the world
(who tweet in English):
Balochistan/bordering Iran: https://twitter.com/NasserJan2
Syria:
https://twitter.com/khorasani_ (will help to get into Syria. Today he got martyred :( - (3/2/2014)
https://twitter.com/Abu_Qaqa_ (will help to get into Syria)
https://twitter.com/abu_muhajir1 (might help to get into Syria)
https://twitter.com/Hamidur1988
https://twitter.com/Al_Brittani_
https://twitter.com/I_Jaman_ (martyred / shaheed insha Allah)
https://twitter.com/AbuDujanaBrtany
https://twitter.com/AbdurrahmanAlb (he's Albanian)
https://twitter.com/Fulan2weet
https://twitter.com/AbuYehya_AlSham
https://twitter.com/ZaidALF927
https://twitter.com/AbuHarith5
https://twitter.com/onthatpath3
https://twitter.com/AbuhafsAk
https://twitter.com/AnotherMuhaajir
https://twitter.com/nadjmu

Sisters in Syria: https://twitter.com/UmmLayth_
Somalia: https://twitter.com/s7bhijratain

Social Media:
https://www.facebook.com/MusaCerantonioII
Websites:
http://abu-layth.tumblr.com (@khorasani_ ’s blog)
Muwahideen.tumblr.com (@Abu_Qaqa_ ‘s blog)
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Further Reading:

EBook: Black Flags from the East (1979-2012+)

A young boy had a dream; ‘In the dream, I saw myself in a huge, flat area.
I saw an army mounted on white horses moving towards me. All of them were wearing
black turbans. One of the horsemen.. had shiny eyes.. He moved a flag towards me and
said, “Hand this flag over to Imam Mahdi Muhammad bin Abdullah at the gates of Al-Quds
(Jerusalem).” I took the flag from him, and I saw that the army started marching behind
me.’
The dream interpreter (an Islamic scholar) said: this son of yours will prepare an army for
Imam Mahdi and for the sake of protecting his religion, he will migrate to the region of
Khurasan [Afghanistan]. Arabs would raise the banners of the Black Flags from the East,
changing modern-future history of the world in its entirety.

Download | Read Online
http://archive.org/download/BlackFlagsFromTheEast/Black-Flags-from-the-East.pdf
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Ebook: Black Flags from SYRIA (2012 - 2020+)

The Syrian revolution began as peaceful demonstrations, and turned into an armed conflict in
2012. The people of Syria simply wanted a change of regime, but due to a lack of support from
the international community, many lost hope and turned to Allah (God) alone. 'We have none
but you O Allah!' (Arabic: maa lanaa ghayruka ya Allah!) was the
cry of the Syrians.
This cry would soon be responded to, through the army of Black Flags in Syria. To find out
more, get the Ebook for free.
Book Release Date: May 26th 2013. | 107 Pages | Size: 3mb.

Download Book | Mirror | Read Online
https://archive.org/download/BlackFlagsFromSyria-Ebook/Black-Flags-from-Syria-Ebook-FULL-lq.pdf
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Black Flags from ARABIA

Pages: 127 – Release Date: September 2013
With the civil wars raging on in Syria and Yemen, the Arabian Peninsula is surrounded by men with
Black Flags. Their objective: to conquer Arabia, take over Makkah, and announce a Global Caliphate
(Khilafah).
How will they do this? And why are so many righteous believers dreaming of a near-future conflict
which will spread all over the Arabian Peninsula? How will this conflict lead to the conquest of and
the arrival of al-Mahdi? (the Guided one who will lead all Sunni Muslims).

Get this Ebook free, to find the answers.

Download (3mb) | Read Online
https://archive.org/download/EbookBlackFlagsFromArabia/Black-Flags-from-ARABIA.pdf
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Revivers of the Khilafah (Global Caliphate)
Shuhadah Stories 2013 (1434)

Shuhada (martyrdom) stories from around the world, stories of men who gave up
the worldly life to revive the lost Global Khilafah.
https://archive.org/download/Revivers-of-Global-Khilafah-Shuhada-stories-2013/Revivers-ofGlobal-Khilafah-Shuhada-stories-2013.pdf
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“Being surrounded by people who used to
hang out with guys like Khattab in
Chechnya and Zawahiri in Afghanistan is
incredible!”
Abu Fulan al-Muhajir @Fulan2weet 31 Aug 2013.
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